Sri Lanka explored, Laterally

Because I’ve always wanted to...

Sri Sharavi Beach Villas & Spa

In a Nutshell...

Flights...

Day 1 - Fly from London to Colombo via Dubai
Day 2 - Arrive in Colombo and transfer to The Wallawwa
Day 3 - Transfer to Water Garden Sigiriya, visit Dambulla Rock Cave Temple

Date

Airline &
Flight Number

From

Departs

To

Arrives

Class

Day 1

TBC

LHR T3

TBC

Dubai

TBC

TBC

Day 2

TBC

Dubai

TBC

Colombo

TBC

TBC

Day 20

TBC

Colombo

TBC

Dubai

TBC

TBC

Day 20

TBC

Dubai

TBC

LHR T3

TBC

TBC

and Economic Centre.
Day 4 - Visit the Sigiriya Rock Fortress and the Hiriwaduna local village . Water Garden Sigiriya
Day 5 - Bicycle tour of Polonnaruwa ruins and visit Minneriya National Park
Safari. Water Garden Sigiriya
Day 6 - Transfer to the tea country - Rosyth Estate House
Day 7 - Sri Lankan cooking & tea factory, Estate walk - Rosyth Estate House
Day 8 - Train to Peradeniya Royal Botanical Gardens, tour with botanist; visit
to Temple of the Tooth. Rosyth Estate House
Day 9 - White water rafting. At leisure at Rosyth Estate House
Day 10 - Transfer to Galle Fort. At leisure to explore Galle Fort and enjoy
Fort Bazaar.
Day 11 - Magic & Mystery of Galle Fort tour. Fort Bazaar.

Trains ...

Day 12 - Transfer to Sri Sharavi, Mirissa. Visit a rice paddy, take a lake trail

and cycle through paddy fields. Sri Sharavi
Day 13 - Whale and dolphin watching in Mirissa Bay. At leisure at Sri Sharavi
Day 14 - At leisure at Sri Sharavi
Day 15 - At leisure at Sri Sharavi
Day 16 - At leisure at Sri Sharavi
Day 17 - At leisure at Sri Sharavi
Day 18 - Transfer to Colombo. Uga Residence
Day 19 - Colombo city walk . At leisure in Colombo. Uga Residence
Day 20 - Transfer from Colombo to airport for your flight home to London via
Dubai
Welcome home!

Date

Train
Name/
No.

From

Departs

To

Arrives

Class

TBC

TBC
Locally

Rambukkana

TBC
Locally

Peradeniya

TBC
locally

TBC

Your final itinerary...
Day 1 - Fly from London to Colombo via Dubai
Day 2 - Arrive in Colombo & transfer to The Wallawwa
Welcome to Sri Lanka. You’ll arrive this afternoon into Colombo where you are
welcomed by a laterallife representative who will transfer you to The Wallawwa.
The drive time is around 30 minutes. Spend the rest of the day at your leisure the Mountbatten suite is a great place to recover from the flight.
Accommodation: The Wallawwa
2 Bedroom Mountbatten Suite
Meals: Breakfast
Day 3 - Transfer to Water Garden Sigirya, visit Dambulla Rock Cave
Temple and Economic Centre.
This morning you will be collected from The Wallawwa for your private transfer to
Water Garden Sigirya for your three night stay.
En route to Water Garden Sigiriya you will have a private tour of Dambulla Rock
Cave Temple and Economic Centre. You can then relax in your pool villa in the
afternoon
Accommodation: Water Garden Sigirya
Villa with Pool -Double & Double + extra bed
Meals: Half board
Day 4 - Sigiriya Rock Fortress, Hiriwaduna local village experience
Today you will be collected for a visit to the Sigiriya Rock Fortress in the morning,
then on to the Hiriwaduna local village experience with lunch.
Sigiriya is a large stone, an ancient rock fortress and a palace ruin in the central
Matale District of Sri Lanka, surrounded by the remains of an extensive network
of gardens, reservoirs, and other structures. Sigiriya is also renowned for its ancient paintings (frescos), which are reminiscent of the Ajanta Caves of India. It is
one of the eight World Heritage Sites of Sri Lanka. The rock may have been inhabited through prehistoric times. It was used as a rock-shelter mountain monastery from about the 5th century BC, with caves prepared and donated by devotees of the Buddhist Sangha. According to the chronicles as Mahavamsa the entire complex was built by King Kashyapa (AD 477 – 495), and after the king's
death, it was used as a Buddhist monastery until the 14th century.

Sigiriya: www.travel-gallery.co.uk/cultural-triangle-ancient-civilisations
Village Walk: www.panlanka.com/discover-sri-lanka/historic-cities/excursionshistoric-cities/hiriwaduna-village-tour
Accommodation: Water Garden Sigirya
Villa with Pool -Double & Double + extra bed
Meals: Half board
Day 5 - Ruins of Polonnaruwa bicycle tour, Minneriya National Park Safari.
This morning you will be collected for a tour of the ruins of Polonnaruwa - on a
bicycle.
Polonnaruwa was the second capital and the seat of government from the eleventh to the thirteenth century. Constant invasions by southern Indian warrior
tribes meant that the city was abandoned and Dambadeniya became the new
capital. It was not until the nineteenth century that the citadel was rediscovered
by English explorers.
In the afternoon, visit Minneriya National Park Safari.

Minneriya National Park is just half an hour from Polonnaruwa. The park covers 8,890 hectares and consists of a mixed forest of evergreen shrubs, a favourite habitat for animals, which include leopards, deer and wild elephants. The
park's main feature is the former reservoir or tank built by King Mahasen in the
third century AD. This is a fantastic place to watch herds of elephants come to
graze and bathe. It has recently been discovered that the park witnesses the
largest elephant gathering in the world during these months. You can also see
huge flocks of birds, including cormorants and painted storks that come to fish in
the shallow waters.
Accommodation: Water Garden Sigirya
Villa with Pool -Double & Double + extra bed
Meals: Half board
Day 6 - Transfer to Rosyth Estate House
Today you are transferred to the tea country of Sri Lanka for your 4 night stay at
Rosyth Estate House. The drive time is around 3-3.5 hours.
If you’ve ever wondered what it would be like to experience life as a planter,
Rosyth’s Estate House near the elephant orphanage-famed town of Kegalle will
give you a pretty good idea. Dating back to 1926, this smart colonial cottage
perched on the side of a verdant valley is set within 62 acres of a lush rubber and

tea estate. Take a wander through the plantation and glimpse tea pluckers at
work, observe rubber tapping demonstrations, hike to waterfalls through neighbouring paddy fields, meet the charming estate workers and visit the local tea
factory.
Accommodation: Rosyth Estate House
Tea & Pepper Suites
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner
Day 7- Sri Lankan cooking & tea factory
Today take a trip down to the local market in Kegalle town. Walk around and take
in the sights, smells and colours and experience the variety of fresh food that the
region has to offer. After your visit, return to Rosyth, visit the Rosyth Organic
Garden with an Estate chef who will then give you a cooking demonstration to
guide you through traditional Sri Lankan dishes or any other fusion recipe that is
offered on the menu at the Estate House.
This afternoon head out on a guided visit to the Rosyth Tea Factory. Just a few
minutes’ walk from the house is the local tea factory & whilst not part of the estate, guests are welcome to visit the factory and understand how the tea is
grown and turned into fine tea for export. The tea grown at Rosyth is particularly
popular in the Middle East. The old orthodox method of tea processing produces
the liquor of its most superior grade. A short tour will take you through the factory where the fresh leaves are dried by fans on withering troughs to reduce the
moisture content and then rolled and pressed to express the juices which coat
the leaves. The leaves are then left to ferment in humidity. The final process dries
the leaves and then the leaves are graded. Unbroken is the best quality, with
lowgrade ‘fannings’ and ‘dust’ most commonly used in tea bags. You’ll be able to
tour around in the Estate House tuktuk to make getting around easier for the children.
In the late afternoon enjoy an Estate Walk.
Accommodation: Rosyth Estate House
Tea & Pepper Suites.
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner.
Day 8 - Train to Peradeniya Royal Botanical Gardens, Temple of the
Tooth
You will be collected this morning to the nearby train station in Rambukkana for a
short scenic train ride through the verdant tea country to Peradeniya.
A highlight of any visit to Kandy are the Royal Botanical Gardens of Peradeniya.
First conceived as a Queen’s pleasure garden in the 14th century and a Kandyan
Prince’s residence in the 18th century, the gardens were formally opened under

their current guise in 1821. Walking around these tranquil, immaculately designed
lawns, borders, pavilions and plant houses, you could easily think you are in England but the heat and extraordinary diversity of the tropical plants give the game
away.
In the afternoon visit the Temple of the Tooth in Kandy. Sri Lanka’s most sacred
site states that a sacred tooth relic of the Lord Buddha was brought to Sri Lanka
in 4th Century A.D. and was enshrined within the Dalada Maligawa, or the Temple of the Tooth. This relic has since been the symbol of sovereignty for the Sinhalese kings and always enshrined in great splendour. Kandy’s Dalada Maligawa
is a magnificent shrine, with decorative walls, a golden roof and fine woodwork.
Religious services (pooja) are held daily at dawn, midday and in the evening and
can be viewed by visitors. The services are accompanied with traditional music
and drumming.
Accommodation: Rosyth Estate House
Tea & Pepper Suites.
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner.
Day 9 - White water rafting
Get adventurous today with a white water rafting experience.
Kittugala white water rafting: This morning you’ll be transferred around 2
hours to Kitulgala for an exhilarating white water rafting adventure. After a safety
briefing and introduction, experience white water rafting in the picturesque Kelani
River, covering 5 major rapids and 4 minor rapids. The distance covered is
around 5km. The Kelani River flows through Kitulgala’s rock strewn sections.
Rafting through this section takes about 2 hours, during which you encounter
grade 2 and 3 rapids, bearing unique names such as Butter Crunch, Killer Falls,
Head Chopper and Virgin’s Breast.
Whitewater rafting: www.discoverborderlands.com/package/rafting
In the afternoon you are at leisure to relax and enjoy Rosyth.
Accommodation: Rosyth Estate House
Tea & Pepper Suites
Meals: Breakfast & Dinner.
Day 10 - Transfer to Galle Fort
This morning you will be collected for your private transfer to Galle Fort where
you will be staying at Fort Bazaar for 2 nights.

This afternoon you are at leisure to explore Galle Fort on foot and enjoy Fort Ba-

zaar. Please note: Fort Bazaar does not have an alcohol licence but there are
plenty of places to have a drink nearby.
Galle
Galle Old Galle (pronounced gawl in English and gaar-le in Sinhala) is a UNESCO
world heritage site; a unique example of a preserved 17th C colonial Fortress.
The Galle Fort itself is still a living monument with a bustling community within
the great ramparts, massive bastions, pepper pot towers, while narrow streets
display its Dutch heritage with beckoning pillared verandas and fretwork facades.
Walking around is best so you can peep through frangipani filled courtyards at
houses, galleries or shops selling antiques, spices, pictures, nouveau-boule and
hand-woven sarongs. Boutique hotels incongruously cheek by jowl with postagestamp size cafes, so you are never far from a perfect sun-downer. Pondicherri
meets Cadaques! But step outside the Citadel, and a different city with a different agenda is the ‘New Galle’ tussling with bustle, noise and chaotic traffic coming in every direction. Keep a hanky close for exhaust fumes or a whiff of Old
Delhi can get very much in yer face! Especially at the Dutch Market where fruit
and vegetable sellers hawk their wares or the Fish Market where today’s catch is
chilling.
After the mayhem of the day be sure that wherever there is the greatest view, a
veritable gem of architecture secretly sits, glamorous and illusive as an old movie
star, meticulously restored from 300-year old merchant’s villa, with cobbled
courtyards now transformed into glistening sea-water pools.
The early traders
got blown into Serendib’s ancient port by the Trade Winds which acted as shuttle
service for Roman, Greek, Arab and Chinese who came and saw and conquered
prizes of ‘gold, silver, ivory, apes and peacocks’. Today’s traveller can use those
very same winds to kite-surf. Or deep sea fish, dive, trek to rainforests, see Buddhist temples, explore eco-villages which makes time stand still, promenade on
stone ramparts 20 meters thick and let history and legend seep into his bones in
“one of the world’s last authentic island destinations”.
For lunch or dinner you might like to try the Tuna & The Crab in Galle Fort.

Accommodation: Fort Bazaar
Upper Suite + Bazaar Twin
Meals: breakfast
Day 11 - Magic & Mystery of the Galle Fort
This morning enjoy a Magic & Mystery of the Galle Fort private tour.
Magic & Mystery of Galle Fort: This compelling short walking tour of Galle
Fort explores the history of the fort as a merchant trading spot right up to the
present day, as a hip city full of boutique shops and trendy cafes. The tour covers
the bloody battle in 1640, how the fort was originally created, and the details of

when Galle Fort was ceded to the British. Galle Fort is a glorious and wellpreserved colonial townscape that is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site. This
tour will take you behind its coral walls to meet original merchant families so that
you can learn about what life was really like in the colonial periods, and what life
is like today.
This afternoon you are at leisure to enjoy Galle.

You could try eating out at Sugar today.
Accommodation: Fort Bazaar
Upper Suite + Bazaar Twin
Meals: breakfast

Day 12 - Transfer to Mirissa Bay
Transfer to Sri Sharavi, Mirissa for your six night stay.
Mirissa is located close to the Southern tip of Sri Lanka and only about 200 km
from the Equator. This secluded crescent shaped beach is the perfect place to sit
back, relax and forget about all the hassle and bustle of your other life that’s a
million miles away. The small sandy tropical beach boasts some of Sri Lanka’s
best and most stunning sunsets and sunrises. Every now and then the silence is
broken by the sound of a coconut falling on the sand or a chilled beer being
opened by someone further up the beach.
This morning spend a pleasant couple of hours on a rice paddy and lake trail, a
guided cycling tour through paddy fields.
Accommodation: Sri Sharavi
Superior Deluxe Room & Palm (Twin) (please note that first night availability in
Ocean Signature Suite may become possible)
Meals: Breakfast
Day 13 - Whale and dolphin watching in Mirissa Bay
In the morning rise early for whale and dolphin watching in Mirissa Bay.
Accommodation: Sri Sharavi
Ocean Signature Suite & Palm (Twin)
Meals: Breakfast
Day 14, 5 Apr - At leisure in Sri Sharavi
Today you are at leisure to enjoy Sri Sharavi.
(no vehicle available)

Accommodation: Sri Sharavi
Ocean Signature Suite & Palm (Twin)
Meals: Breakfast
Day 15 - At leisure in Sri Sharavi
Today you are at leisure to enjoy Sri Sharavi.
Accommodation: Sri Sharavi
Ocean Signature Suite & Palm (Twin)
Meals: Breakfast
Day 15 - At leisure in Sri Sharavi
Today you are at leisure to enjoy Sri Sharavi.
(no vehicle available)
Accommodation: Sri Sharavi
Ocean Signature Suite & Palm (Twin)
Meals: Breakfast
Day 16 - At leisure in Sri Sharavi
Today you are at leisure to enjoy Sri Sharavi.
Accommodation: Sri Sharavi
Ocean Signature Suite & Palm (Twin)
Meals: Breakfast
Day 17 - At leisure in Sri Sharavi
Today you are at leisure to enjoy Sri Sharavi.
Accommodation: Sri Sharavi
Ocean Signature Suite & Palm (Twin)
Meals: Breakfast
Day 18 - Transfer to Colombo
You will be taken this morning by private transfer to Colombo for your last two
nights at the Uga Residence. In the afternoon you are at leisure.
Accommodation: Uga Residence
Park Suite Double & Double + Extra Bed
Meals: Breakfast.

Vibrant and busy, Colombo is a bustling city filled with sights and sounds that
effortlessly combines colonial style buildings with modern life. Experience the
sweeping harbour, majestic forts and historic museums. Visit the famous Buddhist temple of Kelaniya Raja Maha Vihara, one of Sri Lanka’s most sacred sites.
Wander down Sea Street, home to the Ganeshan, the Old Kathiresan and the
New Kathiresan temples. Gaze at local art works in The National Art Gallery in
Viharamahadevi Park, also home to the National Museum, which has a beautiful
array of ancient royal regalia, antique furniture and demon masks. Go shopping;
Barefoot (704 Galle Road) has great sarongs and furnishing fabrics and Paradise
Road (213 Dharmapala Mawatha Street) sells antiques, home ware and good
quality crafts.

Day 19 - Colombo city walk
On your last day in Sri Lanka you will be taken on a Colombo city walk by Mark
Forbes or his assistant.
Colombo city walk: A tour with Mark Forbes (or his assistant) is a personal and
insightful city walk through Colombo where guests experience first hand the borrowed words from the Portuguese and the amazing architecture the Dutch and
English. The walks are generally three to four hours, and are conducted in the
evening-time, allowing the body to battle humidity levels and experience the wind
-down time of island culture. Most of all, the walk gives photographers the opportunity to create a masterpiece out of Colombo city sights.
Mark’s ancestors are of Dutch, German, and British descent, but today he classifies himself as a ‘Dutch-Burgher’. He is very much Sri Lankan and speaks the
three languages of the island: English, Sinhalese and Tamil. His father’s fondness
for road-trips left in Mark a love for out-door adventure, making friends, and
sharing the stories of his adventures. Mark’s other interests include off-roading in
his beloved Land Rover Defenders, camping in Yala and Udawalawe, photography, and storytelling.
You are at leisure in the afternoon.

-----

Accommodation: Uga Residence
Park Suite Double & Double + Extra Bed
Meals: Breakfast
Day 20 - Departure from Colombo
At the agreed time you will be transferred to the airport (approx. 50 mins) in
time for your flight home.

Meals: Breakfast & In-flight meals
Welcome home! We hope you have enjoyed Sri Lanka.

Laterally sleeping...
The Wallawwa
It might be situated just a few kilometres from the airport but The Wallawwa feels
nothing like a transit hotel. Sitting in acres of beautifully mature gardens, The Wallawwa or ‘The W’ as it is affectionately known is a sanctuary of serenity and style
where the old is merged beautifully with the new. Built over 200 years ago in the tra
-ditional “Dutch warehouse’ colonial design, the Wallawwa is the most ancient manor house in the entire province and was the ancestral home for many years of the
Dias-Abeysinghe family – Maha Mudaliyas who originally hailed from Galle. More recently, the house with its broad pillared verandahs and outbuildings was first occupied by the Royal Air Force during 1939-1945 and later by Mr Arun Tampoe, a prominent Kandyan lawyer, and his family who were largely responsible for the design of
the fabulous tropical garden and its upkeep for over 28 years.
The bedrooms, located around a courtyard pool in a new building carefully blended
to the rear of the main house, have been designed to offer the weary traveller the
very best in traditional and modern comforts. Rooms are spacious, beautifully designed with plenty of privacy and feature modern conveniences such as Wi-Fi and
flat screen TVs. In addition you will find many quiet and contemplative public areas,
both inside and out, as well as a sociable front verandah where inspiring Asian fusion cuisine and a medley of cocktails and drinks are served. The swimming pool
languishes in the gar-den a short distance from the house under the shade of huge
trees while a yoga gar-den is peacefully located beside the spa.
www.thewallawwa.com

Water Garden Sigiriya
At the Water Garden Sigiriya luxury meets nature surrounded by lakes & water
streams. This breathtakingly beautiful Sigiriya hotel boasts a modern day water harvesting design revisiting the 2,000 year old water garden on Sigiriya Rock. One of the
latest boutique hotels in Sigiriya, Water Garden Sigirya is located just 6 km away from
the historic Sigiriya Rock. It is also within close range to Dambulla and other ancient
cities in the Cultural Triangle such as Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa. The villas at
Water Garden Sigiriya are set amongst an expansive property and its perfectly articulated landscape. Flanked by winding tributaries and veiled by the abundant flora, the
30 immaculately appointed villas combine chic, spacious interiors, secret gardens and
exclusive private plunge pools. Choose from a range of villa options, all of which come
retrofitted with essential amenities and a plethora of other features, designed to ensure your stay at one of the foremost luxury hotels in Sri Lanka is nothing less than
exceptional. A choice of facilities, amenities, recreational activities and other trappings are quintessential to a lifestyle of luxury and leisure. From the immaculately
manicured landscapes, to the expansive premises which can be traversed using a traditional buggy, an outdoor swimming pool situated in proximity to the many waterways and numerous romantic nooks, which make for picture perfect escapism. The
property also houses a well-equipped fitness centre, a conference room and helipad,
which can be employed for helicopter tours of the adjacent countryside. A dedicated
butler service, along with an abundance of activities including billiards, cycling and
archery are at your disposal, promising an altogether inimitable experience, at the
finest luxury hotel in Sigiriya.
www.watergardensigiriya.com

Laterally sleeping...
Rosyth Estate House, Kegalle
If you’ve ever wondered what it would be like to experience life as a planter, Rosyth’s
Estate House near the elephant orphanage-famed town of Kegalle will give you a pretty good idea. Dating back to 1926, this smart colonial cottage perched on the side of a
verdant valley is set within 62 acres of a lush rubber and tea estate. Take a wander
through the plantation, or better still, go with Rosyth’s hospitable manager for a thorough tour; glimpse tea pluckers at work, observe rubber tapping demonstrations, hike
to waterfalls through neighbouring paddy fields, meet the charming estate workers
and visit the local tea factory.
The estate has many walking trails and bicycles are also available for guests’ use.
Back at the house, be treated to the simple luxuries of a bygone era. Renovated in
2010, this characterful bungalow is home to 5 en suite bedrooms, a cosy TV snug and
an open plan living/dining room, and is enveloped by a lush tropical garden. The
house sits at an elevation of 1,100 feet, and panoramic vistas of the misty, jungle-clad
mountains of Kandy can be spied in the far-away distance from a handful of picturesquely sited verandas, hammocks and terraces, allowing you to sit back and savour
the cooler climate of the hills. Although the busy market town of Kegalle is situated
only 4km distant, and the cultural city of Kandy a little over an hour’s drive away, this
breezy locality is immersed in blissful tranquillity; the noisiest part of the day is dawn’s
exotic bird (and chipmunk) chorus. The swimming pool – tucked into a lower pocket
of the garden – is a fairly new addition to the house (2012) and its inviting terrace
and sylvan setting make this a lovely spot for afternoon tea. Its magnetic charms will
also ensure you arrive back from any excursions in time for a dip. Additional facilities
include WiFi, an iPod dock and a laundry room.
www.rosyth.lk
Fort Bazaar, Galle Fort

Escape the hot streets of Galle Fort at this 18 bedroom renovated townhouse hotel, beautifully built around a traditional Galle Fort private courtyard boasting the
acclaimed Church Street Social restaurant and bar, library, Z Spa and a private
cinema coming soon... Located in the heart of Galle Fort, the Fort Bazaar is perfect for guests that are looking to soak up the Fort’s legendary atmosphere, a
spot of gem shopping or walking the walls of the Forts 300 year old walls. Once
occupied by spice, tea and gem traders, the Fort Bazaar has undergone an incredible 9 year renovation and is now Galle Fort’s newest and certainly hippest boutique hotel, restaurant and bar. Galle is one of the island’s great mini destinations,
with a wealth of experiences and attractions to enjoy within a relatively small area.
Right on your doorstep is Galle Fort, whose treasure trove of colonial antiquities,
shops and cafes are all easily explored on foot, either with an informative local guide
or on your own. Enrich your fort experience with a gem session hosted by one of the
fort’s foremost jewellers or a mask-making workshop with a local craftsman. There
are numerous beaches nearby, including the surfing hotspots of Midigama and Weligama, while whale watching cruises embark from picturesque Mirissa. Exploring
Galle’s verdant inland hinterland rewards with glimpses of rural villages, oceans of
paddy fields and temples, and is best enjoyed on a guided bicycle ride or you could
savour the serenity with a jungle yoga class. Close to Koggala Lake is a lowland tea
plantation, which offers absorbing estate tours.
www.teardrop-hotels.com/fort-bazaar

...sleeping Laterally
Sri Sharavi Villas
Located on Sri Lanka’s rugged South West coast, facing azure ocean waters and a
short drive from historic Galle is the peaceful hideaway of Sri Sharavi. Beach Villas, a
blend of modern chic as well as the island’s charming traditional aesthetics, each of
the spacious two storey beach villas feature three suites with en-suite facilities.
Facilities TV/DVD player Private pantry Access to a wine cellar and lounge in the garden In-house Spa 40 metre pool with two child-friendly pool areas Access to music
player and ipod dock AC and Fans En suite bathroom Beachfront Access Pool frontage
Hair dryer Access to Movie Room
Villa Overview: 4 sprawling private luxury villas each with three double suites with
ensuite bathrooms
Each villa sleeps 6 adults and 2 children under 12
Each bedroom has its own private balcony or terrace
Each villa is staffed with a butler to
take care of your every need
Eco Conscious – Solar Powered Electricity and Hot
Water
Air-conditioned suites plus energy efficient ceiling fans
Unique luxury furnishings
45-metre salt- water infinity pool overlooking the Indian Ocean shared
between the 4 villas
Private dining space in each villa, along with spacious lounge
and bar areas
www.srisharavibeachvillas.com

Uga Residence, Colombo
Nestled between leafy Park Street and the lakeside Buddhist shrine of Gangarama,
Residence by Uga Escapes is amongst the most unique boutique hotels in Colombo.
Built in the nineteenth century by a wealthy barrister, Sheikh Salehboy Moosajee, the
halls and ballrooms of this grand Victorian townhouse once welcomed British governors, Indian maharajas, European nobility and the cream of the colonial Ceylon society. Its great halls, expansive gardens and stables were designed to host receptions
and entertain guests on a grand scale.
Today, the Uga Residence is an eleven-suite luxury hotel in Colombo. Despite its central location, its atmosphere of secluded peace and quiet is pure balm for the weary.
Facilities include spacious, leafy gardens and private courtyards, its gourmet restaurant, swimming pool, gym and bar.
www.ugaescapes.com/-residence

